Gothic Landscape, Inc.

Challenges:
“How many times have you said or
heard, ‘I’m on my way out, when I get
back to office I’ll send it to you’, or ‘I’m
at the airport, on the road, or with another client, I will contact my office
to send it to you? This was a constant
challenge within our organization; as
a result we were seeking a solution to
cut out much of this wasted time.”
Daniel Cullen, IT Director

We no longer have to wait on another
person, hoping they can access and
send the correct file. I no longer need to
worry “what files do I need to download,
or transfer ahead?” There is no need to
wait for a user to complete a document
so I can take it with me. I, instead, am
able to logon with my smartphone, review, click send, and I’m done! This can
be done from any smart phone, tablet,
or laptop.
That, in and of itself, would make for a
nice program but it offers much more
for the IT department.

ABOUT GOTHIC LANDSCAPE:
Gothic Landscaping has been providing outstanding service and creating
true partnerships for over 25 years.
Gothic is currently the largest majority family owned landscape construction company in the nation, according
to Landscape Management magazine, and 6th largest nationally overall.
www.gothiclandscapeaz.com

One piece that I particularly like is that
Cortado Corporate Server has become
my private cloud. I control “my cloud”
and I don’t send my corporate data
somewhere else. I am also able to restrict the views, keeping my documents
more secure.

Solution – Read more on
Daniel’s experience in his
own words:
“Cortado Corporate Server allows anyone to securely access and edit documents from any smart device such as
iPhone, iPad or Android, from anywhere
they can get an Internet connection.

I’m discovering the control I have over
my mobile devices (MDM) and the way I
can push all iOS apps as managed apps
to any device. One major advantage, I’ve
found, is that if a user’s mobile device
is damaged or lost, they can get a new
device and I can push all their applications back to the new unit. This can happen anywhere, from any mobile phone
or Apple Store, even in another state.”

“Cortado Corporate Server is recommended for any company who has
mobile users, people out in the field.
It is a recommended product.”
Daniel Cullen, IT Director

Facts
Customer:

Gothic Landscape, Inc.

Sector/industry:

Landscape and Horticultural Services

Solution:

Cortado Corporate Server

Hardware:

iPads/ iPhones/ Androids/ laptops

ABOUT
CORTADO MOBILE SOLUTIONS
Cortado Mobile Solutions is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cortado Holding AG, and is responsible for all operations relating to the enterprise
mobility solution Cortado Corporate
Server. The unique enterprise mobility solution offers the perfect balance
between security for the organization,
easy manageability for the IT department and maximum flexibility for users.

Cortado Corporate Server’s Management Console allows IT administrators to manage devices, users and
applications as well as all the user rights, policies, profiles, certificates and security settings relevant to
accessing the corporate network.

Cortado Corporate Server
in Use
Pharmaceuticals: Thanks to the Cortado
Management Console, administrators can
instantly push e-mail accounts as well as
Wi-Fi and VPN settings to the mobile devices of new research staff.
 versee Branch Offices: New smartO
phones and tablets can be procured locally and still be remotely set up and
securely integrated. Cortado Corporate
Server pushes the required business apps
directly to the devices.

only secure apps are in use in their environment. With remote partial or full wipe,
intervention in due time is possible in
case a device is lost, stolen or misused.
Construction: Managers save large documents such as blueprints to a project
folder via drag & drop with their notebook.
Project teams access the latest documents with their mobile devices, directly
on construction sites.
Executive Management: A CEO can retrieve the latest database reports with the
most up-to-date numbers on the way to a
board meeting.

Retail: The project manager photographs
a part of a presentation for a new product
with his smartphone camera. Thanks to
intelligent synchronization it is saved immediately as an encrypted PDF file in the
project folder and available for all other
team members.

IT: Thanks to managed open in and per
app VPN, administrators can be sure that

Cortado Mobile Solutions follows the
philosophy that working natively delivers the highest levels of user acceptance. So Cortado’s enterprise
mobility solution fully supports native app management and instead of
focusing on separate storage when it
comes to file sharing, enables a direct
connection to the corporate network.
The result is a significant increase in
productivity for mobile employees,
improved collaboration among teams
as well as convenient management
for the IT department.
Cortado’s enterprise mobility solution is developed and tested at its
headquarters in Berlin, Germany. Also
experts in offices in the United States,
UK, Australia and Japan, highly-qualified consultants at our Berlin location as well as a trained, worldwide
network of channel partners provide
presence and support to local customers throughout the world.

Government: Officials can work on the go
within a secure native container. This includes the native e-mail app, secure onpremise file sharing, a secure browser and
much more.
Insurance: Need assessments can be
carried out onsite with customers via an
intranet application in a secure browser,
and the result displayed in a customerfriendly format on a tablet, saved as a PDF
or printed.

The on-premises software includes
all the tools required for successful
enterprise mobility; mobile device
management, mobile application
management and mobile content
management, and can be fully integrated into the Windows backend. IT
administrators continue to work with
their known systems, Active Directory groups and Windows privileges,
and users can access network drives,
SharePoint and intranet pages directly from their mobile devices.

Test now!
A free 30 day demo version
includes all features

corporateserver.cortado.com
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